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Abstract

A weighting of vertices of a graph is admissible if there exists an edge weighting such that the weight of each vertex equals the
sum of weights of its incident edges. Given an admissible vertex weighting of a graph, an invariant set is an edge set such that the
sum of the weights of its edges is the same for every edge weighting, and a nonempty invariant set is minimal if none of its nonempty
proper subsets is an invariant set. It is easily seen that every nonempty invariant set is a disjoint union of minimal invariant sets.
A graphical characterisation of minimal invariant sets in a bipartite graph is known both in the case the vertex weights are reals
and in the case the vertex weights are nonnegative reals. We shall state a graphical characterisation of minimal invariant sets in
an arbitrary vertex-weighted graph. Moreover, we give a linear algorithm to test an invariant set for minimality. Finally, we state a
complete axiomatisation of invariant sets and give a polynomial algorithm to find a set of minimal invariant sets that completely
characterise the set of all invariant sets.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A graph G is a pair (V (G), E(G)), where V (G) is a nonempty finite set called the set of its vertices, and E(G) is a
set of unordered pairs of its vertices called the set of its edges. Let e = (u, v) be an edge; the vertices u and v are the
endpoints of the edge e, which is a loop if u = v. By h(e) we denote the set of endpoints of e; thus, the cardinality of
h(e) is 1 or 2 depending on whether e is or is not a loop. Let G = (gve)v∈V (G),e∈E(G) be the binary matrix with gve = 1
if and only if v ∈ h(e). We call G the matrix of G. Note that, according to the terminology used in hypergraph theory
[2], G is the incidence matrix of the hypergraph with vertex set V (G) and hyperedge set {h(e) : e ∈ E(G)}.

Henceforth, R and R+ will denote the set of real numbers and the set of nonnegative real numbers, respectively.
A vertex weighting of G is a |V (G)|-dimensional vector of real numbers. A vertex weighting a = (av)v∈V (G) of G is
admissible over R (or R+) if there exists at least one real-valued (nonnegative real-valued, respectively) solution of the
following system of linear equations:

Gx = a, (1)
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where G is the matrix of G, and x = (xe)e∈E(G) denotes an |E(G)|-dimensional variable. It is well-known [9,13]
that a vertex weighting a of a connected graph G is not admissible over R if and only if G is bipartite and

∑
v∈Uav �=∑

v∈Wav where (U, W) is a bipartition of G, and that a is admissible over R+ if and only if each av ∈ R+, v ∈ V (G),
and a is admissible over R [11,20]. If a is a vertex weighting of G that is admissible over R (or R+), then we
call the pair (G, a) a vertex-weighted graph over R (R+, respectively), and a real-valued (nonnegative real-valued,
respectively) solution of system (1) a feasible edge weighting of (G, a). In the theory of magic graphs [9,13], a
vertex weighting is also called an “indexing vector’’ or a “vertex labelling’’, and a feasible edge weighting is also
called a “labelling induced’’ by (or a “labelling compatible’’ with) the given vertex weighting.

Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R or over R+, and let S be a subset of E(G); the sum-expression
∑

e∈Sxe

is a sum invariant of (G, a) [14–18] if either S = ∅ or, for every two feasible edge weightings x′ = (x′
e)e∈E(G) and

x′′ = (x′′e)e∈E(G) of (G, a), one has
∑

e∈Sx′
e = ∑

e∈Sx′′
e . Let

∑
e∈Sxe be a sum invariant of (G, a); its value is taken

to be 0 if S = ∅; otherwise, it is taken to be the sum
∑

e∈Sxe, where x = (xe)e∈E(G) is any feasible edge weighting of
(G, a). A zero invariant of (G, a) is a sum invariant with value zero.

Let
∑

e∈Sxe be a sum invariant of (G, a) with value �, then we call S an invariant set (also called the “effective
area’’ of the sum-invariant in [14–18]) of (G, a) with value �. If the singleton {e}, for some edge e of G, is an invariant
set of (G, a), then we call e an invariant edge of (G, a). A zero invariant edge of (G, a) is an invariant edge with value
zero. An invariant set of (G, a) is minimal if it is not empty and none of its nonempty proper subsets is an invariant set
of (G, a). It is easy to see that the family of invariant sets of (G, a) is always closed under disjoint union and proper
difference. Note that, by the closure under proper difference and disjoint union, a nonempty edge set is an invariant set
of (G, a) if and only if it is a disjoint union of one or more minimal invariant sets.

In this paper, we address the problem of finding a graphical characterisation of invariant sets and of minimal invariant
sets in vertex-weighted graphs over R and R+. The interest in (minimal) invariant sets was first motivated by the security
issues connected with the publication of a two-dimensional statistical table [8,11,14–19] and with the interrogation of a
statistical database [19,20,22–24]. Recently, invariant sets have found applications in sum-query processing [10,12,21].
Finally, minimal invariant sets can be used to find a compact representation of the information content of a statistical
summary [14,22].

At the present, the only known results on the subject are the graphical characterisations of minimal invariant sets in
bipartite vertex-weighted graphs [17,19]. In this paper we state a graphical characterisation of minimal invariant sets
in an arbitrary vertex-weighted graph; moreover, we also give a linear test for recognising minimal invariant sets and
a complete axiomatisation of invariant sets.

The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains some basic graph-theoretic definitions. In Section 3,
after recalling existing analytic characterisations of invariant sets and of minimal invariant sets, we introduce the notion
of an “algebraic set” of a graph (which proves to be equivalent to that of an invariant set in a vertex-weighted graph
over R), and we show that the problem of finding a graphical characterisation of (minimal) invariant sets reduces to
the problem of finding a graphical characterisation of (minimal) algebraic sets. Section 4 contains properties of the
so-called “signatures’’ of a graph induced by an algebraic set. In Section 5 a graphical characterisation of minimal
algebraic sets is given. In Section 6 it is proven that recognising a minimal algebraic set is a linear problem. In Section 7
we state a complete axiomatisation of algebraic sets and give a polynomial algorithm to find a set of minimal algebraic
sets that completely characterise the set of all algebraic sets. Directions for future research are suggested in Section 8.

2. Definitions

In this section, we recall further more-or-less standard definitions on graphs [3], which will be used in the sequel.
A graph G is empty if E(G) = ∅. The star of a (possibly empty) subset U of V (G), denoted by star(U) (by star(v)

if U = {v}), is the set of edges having at least one endpoint in U ; moreover, the star of U is called a starset [19] if, for
every two distinct vertices u and v in U , star(u) ∩ star(v) = ∅.

A subgraph of graph G is a graph H with V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G); if, in addition, one has that
E(H) = {e ∈ E(G) : h(e) ⊆ V (H)}, then H is called the subgraph of G induced by V (H). The subgraph of G

induced by V (G) − {u} is denoted by G − u. If S is a subset of E(G), then by G − S we denote the graph with vertex
set V (G) and edge set E(G) − S. If u and v are vertices of G and (u, v) is not an edge of G, by G + e we denote the
graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) ∪ {e}.
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Fig. 1. A bipartite bond.

A path of length k, k�0, is a sequence (v0, v1, . . . , vk) of distinct vertices such that, if k > 0, then (vi−1, vi) ∈ E(G),
1� i�k; the vertices v0 and vk are said to be joined by the path. A graph is connected if every two vertices are joined
by a path. A component of a graph is a maximal connected induced subgraph.

A cycle of length k, k� 1, is a sequence (v0, v1, . . . , vk) of vertices such that (v0, v1, . . . , vk−1) and (v1, . . . , vk)
are paths and vk = v0. A cycle is odd or even depending on whether its length is odd or even. Accordingly, a loop is
an odd cycle of length 1. A graph G is bipartite if it contains no odd cycles, that is, if and only if either G is an empty
graph or there are two nonempty disjoint subsets U and W of V (G) such that U ∪ W = V (G) and each edge of G

has one endpoint in U and the other endpoint in W ; in the latter case, we call (U , W) a bipartition of G. Note that, if a
nonempty bipartite graph G is connected, then there is exactly one bipartition of G.

Let G be a connected graph. A spanning tree of G is a connected subgraph of G with vertex set V (G) and with no
cycles. If G is not bipartite, a spanning L-tree [7] of G is a spanning tree of G with the addition of one edge of G that
creates an odd cycle.

Given a subset Z of V (G), by [Z]1 and [Z]2 we denote the following two subsets of E(G):

[Z]1 = {e ∈ E(G) : |h(e) ∩ Z| = 1}, [Z]2 = {e ∈ E(G) : |h(e) ∩ Z| = 2}.
Note that a loop belongs to [Z]1 if and only if its endpoint belongs to Z, and that [Z]2 is loopless. A nonempty subset
S of E(G) is an edge cut [3] if there is a nonempty proper subset Z of V (G) such that S = [Z]1 and S is loopless. A
minimal edge cut is called a bond [3] (a “basic set’’ in [14–16]). A bond S is bipartite [14–16] (“simple’’ in [19]) if
there is a bipartite component G′ of G − S that either G′ is an empty graph or the bipartition (U , W) of G′ is such that
either S ∩ star(U) or S ∩ star(W) is empty (see Fig. 1).

3. Invariant sets and algebraic sets

Let G be a graph and S a subset of E(G). The characteristic vector of S (in G) is the binary vector s = (se)e∈E(G)

with se = 1 if and only if e ∈ S. The following two results characterise invariant sets in terms of their characteristic
vectors.

Proposition 1 (Chin and Ozsoyoglu [6]). Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R. A subset of E(G) is an
invariant set of (G, a) if and only if its characteristic vector can be expressed as a linear combination of rows of the
matrix of G.

Proposition 2 (Malvestuto and Moscarini [24]). Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R+, and let Z be the set
of its zero invariant edges. A subset S of E(G) is an invariant set of (G, a) if and only if the characteristic vector of
S − Z (in G − Z) can be expressed as a linear combination of rows of the matrix of G − Z.

By Proposition 1, given a vertex-weighted graph (G, a) over R, invariance is independent of the weighting a of G;
moreover, if a subset S of E(G) is an invariant set of (G, a) and the characteristic vector of S can be expressed as a
linear combination of rows of the matrix of G with coefficients cv , v ∈ V (G), then the value of S is

∑
v∈V (G)cvav .

By Proposition 2, given a vertex-weighted graph (G, a) over R+, invariance depends on the weighting a of G only
through the set Z of the zero invariant edges of (G, a); moreover, if a subset S of E(G) is an invariant set of (G, a) and
the characteristic vector of S − Z (in G − Z) can be expressed as a linear combination of rows of the matrix of G − Z

with coefficients cv , v ∈ V (G), then the value of S is
∑

v∈V (G)cvav .
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We shall re-state Propositions 1 and 2 using the notion of an “algebraic set’’ [19] of a graph G, which is now recalled.
A (possibly empty) subset of E(G) is an algebraic set of G if its characteristic vector can be expressed as a linear

combination of rows of the matrix of G. If the singleton {e} is algebraic, then e is an algebraic edge of G. Thus, a subset
S of E(G) is an algebraic set of G if and only if there exists at least one solution of the following equation system:

G	y = s, (2)

where G	 denotes the transpose of the matrix of G. Note that c is a solution of system (2) if and only if

cw = s(w,w) for every loop (w, w) of G, and

cu + cv = s(u,v) for every edge (u, v) of G, u �= v.

Trivial examples of an algebraic set of G are the empty subset of E(G) and starsets. Nontrivial examples are a bipartite
bond (with reference to Fig. 1, cv = 1 for v ∈ U , cv = −1 for v ∈ W and cv = 0 for v /∈ U ∪ W) and the edge set of
G whenever G is loopless (cv = 1

2 for all v ∈ V (G)).
A subset of E(G) is a minimal algebraic set of G if it is a nonempty algebraic set of G and none of its nonempty

proper subsets is an algebraic set of G. Like the family of invariant sets of a vertex-weighted graph, also the family of
algebraic sets of a graph is closed under disjoint union and proper difference [4,5], so that every nonempty algebraic
set is a disjoint union of one or more minimal algebraic sets.

Using the notion of an algebraic set, Propositions 1 and 2 can be re-phrased as follows:

Proposition 1′. Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R. A subset of E (G) is an invariant set of (G, a) if and
only if it is an algebraic set of G.

Proposition 2′. Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R+, and let Z be the set of its zero invariant edges. A subset
S of E(G) is an invariant set of (G, a) if and only if S − Z is an algebraic set of G − Z.

By Propositions 1′ and 2′, minimal invariant sets can be characterised as follows.

Theorem 1. Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R. A subset of E (G) is a minimal invariant set of (G, a) if
and only if it is a minimal algebraic set of G.

Theorem 2. Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R+, and let Z be the set of its zero invariant edges. A subset
S of E(G) is a minimal invariant set of (G, a) if and only if either S = {e} for some edge e in Z, or S ∩ Z = ∅ and S is
a minimal algebraic set of G − Z.

A graphical characterisation of the set of zero invariant edges of a vertex-weighted graph over R+ was given by
Gusfield [11] in the bipartite case, and by two of the authors [20] in the general case. Therefore, by Theorems 1 and 2,
the problem of finding a graphical characterisation of minimal invariant sets reduces to the problem of finding a
graphical characterisation of minimal algebraic sets, which will be given in next section and is based on some properties
of solutions of system (2), which are now stated.

First of all, observe that, by the closure under disjoint union, a subset S of E(G) is an algebraic set of G if and only
if, for each component G′ of G, the intersection of S with E(G′) is an algebraic set of G′. Moreover, a subset S of
E(G) is a minimal algebraic set of G if and only if there is a component G′ of G such that S is a minimal algebraic set
of G′. Therefore, without loss of generality, henceforth we assume that G is connected.

The following results concern the number and the type of solutions of system (2), where s is the characteristic vector
of an algebraic set of a connected graph G. We shall see that they are determined by the rank of the matrix of G. In the
special case that G is loopless, the following result is known.

Proposition 3 (Conforti and Rao [7], Van Nuffelen [25]). Let G be a loopless and connected graph, and let G be the
matrix of G. If G is bipartite, then the rank of G is |V (G)|− 1 and the columns of G indexed by the edges of a spanning
tree of G form a maximal linearly independent set. If G is not bipartite, then the rank of G is |V (G)| and the columns
of G indexed by the edges of a spanning L-tree of G form a maximal linearly independent set.
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Fig. 2. The path joining the endpoints of e′′ and e′.

Proposition 3 can be easily generalised to an arbitrary connected graph.

Lemma 1. Let G be a connected graph. The rank of the matrix of G is |V (G)| − 1 or |V (G)| depending on whether
G is or is not bipartite.

Proof. Let G be the matrix of G. If G is loopless, then the statement holds by Proposition 3. Consider now the case
that G contains loops. Let E′ be the set of loops of G. Distinguish two cases depending on whether G − E′ is or is not
bipartite.

Case 1: G − E′ is bipartite. Let T be the edge set of a spanning tree of G − E′, and let B = {ge : e ∈ T } be the
set of columns of G indexed by T . By Proposition 3, B is a maximal linearly independent set of columns of the matrix
of G − E′ and |B| = |V (G)| − 1. Let e′ be a loop of G, let T ′ = T ∪ {e′} and let B′ = {ge : e ∈ T ′} be the set of
columns of G indexed by T ′. It is easy to see that the column ge′ of G indexed by e′ cannot be expressed as a linear
combination of columns in B; therefore, B′ is a linearly independent set of columns of G . Let e′′ be any element
(if any) of E′ − {e′}. Let (v0, v1, . . ., vk), k�1, be the path in T ′ ∪ {e′′} that joins the endpoints of e′′ and e′
(see Fig. 2).

It is easy to see that the column ge′′ of G indexed by e′′ can be expressed as a linear combination of columns in B′
as follows:

ge′′ = ge1
− ge2

+ · · · + (−1)k−1gek
+ (−1)kge′ .

Therefore, B′ ∪ {ge′′ } is a linearly dependent set. Since this holds for every loop in E′ − {e′}, B′ is a maximal linearly
independent set of columns of G, so that the rank of G is

|B′| = |B| + 1 = (|V (G)| − 1) + 1 = |V (G)|.
Case 2: G − E′ is not bipartite. Let T be the edge set of a spanning L-tree of G − E′, and let B = {ge : e ∈ T }

be the set of columns of G indexed by T . By Proposition 3, B is a maximal linearly independent set of columns of
the matrix of G − E′ and |B| = |V (G)|. Let e′ be any element of E′. The addition of e′ to T creates a couple of odd
cycles joined by a path, say (v0, v1, . . ., vk), k�0, such that, if k > 0, then no edge (vi−1, vi) is in either odd cycle
(see Fig. 3).

Then, it is easy to see that the column ge′ of G indexed by e′ can be expressed as a linear combination of columns
in B as follows: if k = 0 then

ge′ = 1
2 (ge1

− ge2
+ · · · + ge2m+1

)

otherwise

ge′ = ge1
− ge2

+ · · · + (−1)k−1gek
+ (−1)k

2
(gek+1

− gek+2
+ · · · + gek+2m+1

).

Since this holds for every loop in E′, B is a maximal linearly independent set of columns of G , so that the rank of G
is |B| = |V (G)|. �

Since the rank of a matrix is equal to the rank of its transpose, by Lemma 1, the rank of the coefficient matrix of
system (2) is |V (G)| − 1 or |V (G)| depending on whether G is or is not bipartite, so that the following holds.

Corollary 1. Let G be a connected graph, and s the characteristic vector of an algebraic set of G. System (2) has
either ∞1 solutions or exactly one solution depending on whether G is or is not bipartite.

Corollary 1 has the following important algorithmic implication.
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Fig. 3. The addition of loop e′ to T .

Fact 1 (Malvestuto and Moscarini [24]). Given a connected graph G and a subset S of E(G), one can decide whether
or not S is an algebraic set of G in time linear in the size of G and, in the affirmative case, one can find a solution of
system (2) in time linear in the size of G.

Given a vertex-weighted graph (G, a) over R, by Theorem 1 and Fact 1, invariance can be tested in time linear in
the size of G.

Given a vertex-weighted graph (G, a) over R+ and the set Z of its zero invariant edges, by Theorem 2 and Fact 1,
invariance can be tested in time linear in the size of G. In the case that G is bipartite, Gusfield [11] proved that Z can
be found in time linear when a feasible edge weighting of (G, a) is known, and that a feasible edge weighting of (G, a)
can be obtained in cubic time [1] by solving a maximum-flow problem on a flow network that can be constructed from
(G, a) in linear time. Two of the authors [20] extended Gusfield’s approach to the nonbipartite case, and proved that
a feasible edge weighting of (G, a) can be still obtained in cubic time and that Z can be found in time linear from a
feasible edge weighting of (G, a).

Corollary 1 concerned the number of solutions of system (2). The next result (see Lemma 3) concerns the type of
solutions of system (2).

Lemma 2. Let G be a connected graph, s the characteristic vector of an algebraic set of G and c a solution of system
(2). For every two distinct vertices u and v of G, one has

cv = p + (−1)kcu,

where p is an integer and k is the length of a path joining u and v.

Proof. Let (v0, v1, . . ., vk) be a path with v0 = u and vk = v. Since c is a solution of system (2), one has

cvi
= s(vi−1,vi ) − cvi−1 (i = 1, . . . , k)

so that one has

cv = p + (−1)kcu,

where

p = s(vk−1,vk) − s(vk−2,vk−1) + · · · + (−1)k−1s(v0,v1).

Since s is a binary vector, p is an integer, which proves the statement. �
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The following is a straight consequence of Lemma 2.

Corollary 2. Let S be an algebraic set of a connected graph G, and s the characteristic vector of S. For every solution
c of system (2), either each component of c is an integer or no component of c is an integer.

Lemma 3. Let G be a connected graph, and s the characteristic vector of an algebraic set of G.
(A) If G is bipartite, then there always exists an integral solution of system (2).
(B) If G contains a loop, then there exists exactly one solution of system (2) and it is integral.
(C) If G is not bipartite and loopless, then there exists exactly one solution of system (2) and it is either integral or

half-integral (that is, each component of the solution is of the type q/2 where q is an odd integer).

Proof. (A) By Corollary 1, one component, say cu, of a solution c of system (2) can be assigned an arbitrary value.
By taking cu = 0, we obtain from Corollary 2 that all the components of c are integers.

(B) By Corollary 1, there is exactly one solution of system (2), say c. If (w, w) is a loop of G, then cw is equal to
either 1 or 0 depending on whether the loop is or is not in S. By Corollary 2, all the components of c are integers.

(C) Let (v0, v1, . . . , vk) be an odd cycle of G. Since v0 and vk − 1 are joined by a path of even length, by Lemma 2
one has cvk−1 = p + cv0 for some integer p. It follows that

cvk
= s(vk−1,vk) − cvk−1 = q − cv0 ,

where q = s(vk−1,vk)−p. Since v0 = vk , one has cv0 = q − cv0 and, hence, cv0 = q/2. If q is an even integer, then cv0 is
an integer and, by Corollary 2, all the components of c are integers. If q is an odd integer, then cv0 is a half-integer and,
by Lemma 2, for every vertex v �= v0, cv is the sum of an integer with a half-integer, which proves that the components
of c are all half-integers. �

Corollary 3. A nonempty set S of loops in a connected graph G is an algebraic set of G if and only if G − S is either
an empty graph or a nonempty bipartite graph with bipartition (U, W ) such that either S ∩ star(U) or S ∩ star(W) is
empty.

Proof. Let s be the characteristic vector of S.
(only if ): Assume that S is algebraic and let (u, u) be a loop in S. By Lemma 3, the solution c of system (2) is integral

and cu = 1. By Lemma 2, for every vertex v �= u, one has either cv = +1 or cv = −1 depending on whether u and v

are joined by a path of even or odd length. Since cv is never zero, there is no loop in E(G) − S. Moreover, if (v, v) is
another loop in S, the length of every path joining u and v must be even. Finally, there is no vertex v such that there
are two paths joining u and v one of even length and the other of odd length. To sum up, G − S is bipartite.

(if ): Assume that G−S is bipartite. The statement is trivial if G−S is empty; otherwise, let (U, W ) be the bipartition
of G − S. Without loss of generality, we can assume that S ∩ star(W) = ∅. Then, we can obtain a solution c of system
(2) by setting cu = 1 for all u ∈ U , and setting cu = −1 for all v ∈ W , which proves that S is an algebraic set. �

4. The signature induced by an algebraic set

Let S be an algebraic set of a connected graph G, and let s be the characteristic vector of S. The signed support of a
solution c of system (2) is the ordered pair (P, N), where P = {v ∈ V (G) : cv > 0} and N = {v ∈ V (G) : cv < 0}; in
what follows, (P, N ) will be referred to as a signature of G induced by S. Note that, by Corollary 1, if G is connected
and is not bipartite, then there is exactly one signature of G induced by an algebraic set of G. Finally, by Fact 1,
a signature of G induced by an algebraic set can be found in linear time.

Example 1. Consider the algebraic set S = {(u, x), (v, y)} of the bipartite connected graph G shown in Fig. 4. The
general solution of system (2), where s is the characteristic vector of S, is (cu = �, cv = � − 1, cx = −� + 1,
cy = −� + 2), where � is a real parameter. Therefore, there are seven possible signatures of G induced by S, of which
five are for � > 0 (see Fig. 5a), one for � = 0 (see Fig. 5b) and one for � < 0 (see Fig. 5c).
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Fig. 4. An algebraic set of a bipartite graph.
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Fig. 5. Signatures of a bipartite graph induced by an algebraic set.
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Fig. 6. An algebraic set of a nonbipartite graph.
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Fig. 7. The signature of a nonbipartite graph induced by an algebraic set.

Example 2. Consider the algebraic set S = {(u, v)} of the nonbipartite connected graph G shown in Fig. 6. System
(2), where s is the characteristic vector of S, has exactly one solution c with cu = cv = 1

2 and cx = − 1
2 . Therefore,

there is only one signature of G induced by S (see Fig. 7). The next two lemmas state some graphical properties of
signatures.

Lemma 4. Let S be a nonempty algebraic set of a connected graph G. For every signature (P, N ) of G induced by S,
one has that
(A) P �= ∅ and P ∩ N = ∅,
(B) star(P) is the disjoint union of star (N ), [P ∪ N ]1 and [P ]2,
(C) star(P)−star(N) is a (possibly empty) subset of S,
(D) if star (P) �= star(N), then either [P ∪ N ]1 or [P ]2 is empty,
(E) if V (G) = P ∪N , then G−S is bipartite and either star(P)–star (N) is a set of loops or star (P )−star(N) = [P ]2,
(F) if V (G) �= P ∪ N , then[P ]2 = ∅.
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Proof. Let s be the characteristic vector of S, c any solution of system (2) and (P, N ) the signed support of c.
(A) P �= ∅ since S is not empty, and P and N are trivially disjoint.
(B) For every edge (u, v) of G, since cu + cv = s(u,v) ∈ {0, 1}, if cu < 0 then cv > 0, which proves that

star(N) ⊆ star(P ). Moreover, if (u, v) is an edge in star(P) − star(N) and u is in P , then either v ∈ P or v /∈ P ∪ N .
In the former case, (u, v) ∈ [P ∪ N ]1 if u = v and (u, v) ∈ [P ]2 otherwise; in the latter case, (u, v) ∈ [P ∪ N ]1.

(C) The statement is trivially true if star(P ) = star(N). Let us assume that star(P ) �= star(N), and let (u, v) be
an edge in star(P ) − star(N). Without loss of generality, we can assume that u is in P so that cu > 0 and cv �0.
Therefore, cu + cv > 0 and, since cu + cv = s(u,v) ∈ {0, 1}, one has cu + cv = s(u,v) = 1, which proves that (u, v) is
in S.

(D) Let us distinguish two cases depending on whether star(P ) − star(N) is or is not loopless.
Case 1: star(P ) − star(N) is loopless. Let (u, v) be any edge in star(P ) − star(N). Without loss of generality, we

can assume that u ∈ P so that v /∈ N . By (C), star(P ) − star(N) is a subset of S so that cu + cv = s(u,v) = 1. Since,
by Corollary 2, either both cu and cv are integers or both cu and cv are half-integers, one has that either cu = 1 and
cv = 0 or cu = cv = 1

2 . In the former case, (u, v) ∈ [P ∪ N ]1; in the latter case, (u, v) ∈ [P ]2. It follows that, if c is
integral, then [P ]2 is empty; otherwise, [P ∪ N ]1 is empty.

Case 2: star(P ) − star(N) contains a loop, say (w, w). Then, cw = 1 so that, by Lemma 3, c is integral. Therefore,
for every two distinct vertices u and v in P , one has cu +cv �2, which excludes the existence of an edge with endpoints
u and v, that is, [P ]2 = ∅.

(E) If V (G) = P ∪ N then, by (C) of Lemma 4, G − S is a subgraph of the graph G − (star(P ) − star(N)) which
is bipartite since its edge set is star(N ). Therefore, G − S is bipartite. Moreover, the endpoints of every edge of G are
in P ∪ N . Therefore, [P ∪ N ]1 is either a set of loops or an empty set. In the former case, star(P ) �= star(N) and, by
(D), [P ]2 = ∅ so that, by (B), star(P ) − star(N) = [P ∪ N ]1. In the latter case, by (B), star(P ) − star(N) = [P ]2.

(F) If V (G) �= P ∪ N , then cw = 0 for each vertex w in V (G) − (P ∪ N). By Corollary 2, c is integral. Therefore,
if u and v are two distinct vertices in P , then both cu and cv are positive integers so that cu + cv �2, which excludes
the existence in G of the edge (u, v), which proves that [P ]2 = ∅. �

Lemma 5. Let S be a nonempty algebraic set of a connected graph G.
(A) If there is a signature (P, N) of G induced by S such that star(P) = star(N), then G is bipartite.
(B) If there is a signature (P, N) of G induced by S such that [P ]2 �= ∅, then G is loopless, G − S is bipartite and

(P, N) is a bipartition of G − S.

Proof. (A) Let s the characteristic vector of S, c a solution of system (2) such that star(P ) = star(N), where (P, N)

is the signed support of c. Then, for each edge (u, v) of G with cu > 0 one has cv < 0, so that there is no vertex w

with cw = 0 (for, otherwise, G would not be connected). Therefore, G is bipartite.
(B) Let s be the characteristic vector of S, c a solution of system (2) such that there is an edge (u, v) of G with u �= v,

cu > 0 and cv > 0. Since cu + cv ∈ {0, 1}, neither cu nor cv can be an integer so that c is not integral, which, by (B) of
Lemma 3, excludes the existence of loops and of vertices w with cw = 0. Therefore, V (G) = P ∪ N so that, by (E)
of Lemma 4, G − S is bipartite and (P, N) is a bipartition of G − S. �

5. Minimal algebraic sets

As said in Section 3, in light of Theorems 1 and 2, the problem of finding a graphical characterisation of minimal
invariant sets reduces to the problem of finding a graphical characterisation of minimal algebraic sets. At the present,
there exist a graphical characterisation of minimal algebraic sets of a bipartite graph (see Theorem 3), and a graphical
characterisation of algebraic edges of an arbitrary graph (see Theorem 4).

Theorem 3 (Kao [14], Malvestuto [19]). The minimal algebraic sets of a bipartite graph are exactly its bipartite
bonds.

Theorem 4 (Malvestuto and Mezzini [20]). An edge of a graph is algebraic if and only if its removal creates one more
bipartite component.
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Fig. 9. A bip set with [U ∪ W ]1 = ∅.

We shall state a graphical characterisation of minimal algebraic sets of a (connected) graph, which subsumes
Theorems 3 and 4. Our characterisation is based on the notion of a “bip set’’, which is now introduced. (Note that our
definition of a “bip set’’ is different from that used in [7].)

A nonempty subset S of E(G) is a bip set of G if S = star(U) − star(W), where U and W are subset of V (G) such
that:

(i) U �= ∅ and U ∩ W = ∅,
(ii) star(U) ⊇ star(W), and

(iii) either [U ∪ W ]1 = ∅ or [U ]2 = ∅.

Fact 2. Let S = star(U) − star(W) be a bip set. One has that
(A) star(W ) is a starset;
(B) if [U ]2 = ∅, then S = [U ∪ W ]1 (see Fig. 8);
(C) if [U ∪ W ]1 = ∅ then S = [U ]2 (see Fig. 9).

A bip set of G is minimal if none of its proper subsets is a bip set of G. We shall show (see Theorem 5) that every
minimal algebraic set is a minimal bip set and vice versa.

Lemma 6. Let S = star(U) − star(W) be a bip set of a connected graph G. Then, S is an algebraic set and (U , W)

is a signature of G induced by S.

Proof. If [U ]2 = ∅ (see Fig. 8) then, by (B) of Fact 2, the characteristic vector of S can be written as
∑

v∈U

gv − ∑

v∈W

gv

and, hence, S is algebraic and (U , W ) is a signature of G induced by S. If [U ∪ W ]1 = ∅ (see Fig. 9) then, since G is
connected, V (G) = U ∪W and, by (C) of Fact 2, S = [U ]2. Therefore, the characteristic vector of S can be written as

1
2

∑

v∈U

gv − 1
2

∑

v∈W

gv

and, hence, S is algebraic and (U, W) is a signature of G induced by S. �
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The next lemma shows that every nonempty algebraic set contains a bip set.

Lemma 7. Let S be a nonempty algebraic set of a connected graph G. There exists a signature (P, N) of G induced
by S such that star(P)–star(N) is a bip set and is contained in S.

Proof. Let s be the characteristic vector of S. If G is not bipartite, then system (2) has exactly one solution, say c.
Otherwise, arbitrarily chosen an edge (u∗, v∗) in S, let c be the solution of system (2) with cu∗ = 1

2 . (Note that the
existence of such a solution is ensured by Corollary 1, and that cv∗ = 1

2 ). Let (P, N) be the signed support of c. In
order to prove that star(P ) − star(N) is a bip set contained in S, by (A–D) of Lemma 4, it is sufficient to show that
star(P ) �= star(N). If G is bipartite, then both u∗ and v∗ are in P so that (u∗, v∗) ∈ star(P ) − star(N) and, hence,
star(P ) �= star(N). If G is not bipartite then, by (A) of Lemma 5, star(P ) �= star(N) for, otherwise, G would be
bipartite. �

Corollary 4. Let S be a minimal algebraic set of a connected graph G. There is a signature (P, N) of G induced by S
such that S equals the bip set star(P ) − star(N).

Proof. By Lemma 7, there is a signature (P, N) of G induced by S such that S contains the bip set star(P )− star(N).
Then, S must coincide with this bip set for, otherwise, since star(P )− star(N) is an algebraic set by Lemma 6, S would
not be a minimal algebraic set. �

Finally, we are in a position to state the following characterisation of minimal algebraic sets.

Theorem 5. A minimal algebraic set is a minimal bip set and vice versa.

Proof. Let S be a minimal algebraic set of graph G. We now prove that S is a minimal bip set of G. Since S is a
minimal algebraic set of G, S is contained in the edge set of a component of G, say G′. By Corollary 4, there is a
signature (P, N) of G′ induced by S such that S equals the bip set star(P ) − star(N) of G′. Let S′ be a minimal bip
set contained in the bip set star(P ) − star(N). Since S′ is an algebraic set by Lemma 6, S must coincide with S′ for,
otherwise, S would not be a minimal algebraic set, which proves that S is a minimal bip set.

Let S be a minimal bip set of graph G. We now prove that S is a minimal algebraic set. By Lemma 6, S is an algebraic
set of G. Let S′ be a minimal algebraic set contained in S. Since S′ is a minimal algebraic set of G, S′ is contained in
the edge set of a component of G, say G′. By Corollary 4, there is a signature (P, N) of G′ induced by S′ such that S′
equals the bip set star(P ) − star(N). Then, S must coincide with S′ for, otherwise, S would not be a minimal bip set,
which proves that S is a minimal algebraic set. �

6. Testing an algebraic set for minimality

In this section we provide a linear algorithm to recognise minimal algebraic sets of a connected graph G. In the next
two subsections, we separately discuss two cases depending on whether or not G is bipartite.

6.1. The bipartite case

Recall that, by Theorem 3, minimal algebraic sets are bipartite bonds and vice versa.

Theorem 6. Let G be a bipartite and connected graph. A nonempty algebraic set S of G is a minimal algebraic set if
and only if G − S has exactly two components.

Proof. (only if ). Let S be a minimal algebraic set of G. By Theorem 3, S is a bipartite bond and the statement holds.
(if ): Let S be a nonempty algebraic set of G, and assume that G − S has exactly two components. Since S is a

nonempty algebraic set, there exists a minimal algebraic set S′ contained in S. Suppose, by contradiction, that S �= S′.
Since, by Theorem 3, S′ is a (bipartite) bond, G − S′ has exactly two components, say G′ and G′′. On the other hand,
the set S − S′ is a subset of the edge set of G − S′ and, since S − S′ is a nonempty algebraic set, by Theorem 3 there is
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a bipartite bond of G − S′ contained in S − S′. Such a bond of G − S′ should be a bond of either G′ or G′′. But, then
G − S should have at least three components (contradiction). �

Theorem 6 provides a test for minimality in the bipartite case, which only requires counting the components of
G − S. It is then easy to see that this minimality test runs in linear time.

6.2. The nonbipartite case

We need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 8. Let S = star(U) − star(W) be a bip set, H the bipartite subgraph of G − S with V (H) = U ∪ W

and E(H) = star(W), H ′ a component of H , U ′ = U ∩ V (H ′) and W ′ = W ∩ V (H ′). If [U ′]2 = ∅, then
S ∩ star(V (H ′)) is a bip set.

Proof. If H is connected, then S = S ∩ star(V (H)) so that the statement is trivially true. Let us assume that H is
not connected. Let H ′ be a component of H , U ′ = U ∩ V (H ′) and W ′ = W ∩ V (H ′). Since star(W) ⊆ star(U)

and W ′ ⊆ W , star(W ′) ⊆ star(U). On the other hand, for each edge (u, v) with u ∈ W ′, v cannot belong to
U − U ′ for, otherwise, (u, v) /∈ S and H ′ would not be a component of H (see Fig. 10). Therefore, star(W ′) ⊆
star(U ′). Moreover, star(U ′) �= star(W ′) for, otherwise, H ′ = H and H would be connected. So, since [U ′]2 =
∅ by hypothesis, star(U ′) − star(W ′) is a bip set. What remains is to prove that S ∩ star(V (H ′)) = star(U ′) −
star(W ′). Of course, S ∩ star(V (H ′)) is a subset of star(U ′) − star(W ′). Suppose, by contradiction, that there is an
edge (u, v) in star(U ′) − star(W ′) but not in S. Then, u ∈ U ′ and v ∈ W − W ′ and, hence, H ′ would not be a
component of H (see Fig. 11). It follows that S ∩ star(V (H ′)) coincides with star(U ′) − star(W ′) and, hence, is a
bip set. �

The following two conditions (a) and (b) will be used to characterise minimal algebraic sets (see Theorem 7). Recall
that there is exactly one signature of a nonbipartite connected graph induced by an algebraic set. Let S be a nonempty
algebraic set of a nonbipartite and connected graph G, and let (P, N) be the signature of G induced by S.

Condition (a)
V (G) = P ∪ N and

(a1) either S is a set of loops, or
(a2) S = [P ]2 and no component of G − S is an induced subgraph of G.
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Condition (b)
V (G) �= P ∪ N and

(b1) S = [P ∪ N ]1,
(b2) the graph H = (P ∪ N, star(N)) is connected,
(b3) for each bipartite component G′ �= H of G − S, G′ is not an empty graph and the bipartition (U, W) of

G′ is such that neither S ∩ star(U) nor S ∩ star(W) is empty,
(b4) if S is loopless, then G − S is not bipartite.

Lemma 9. Let G be a nonbipartite and connected graph, S a minimal algebraic set of G, and (P, N) the signature of
G induced by S. Then, either condition (a) or condition (b) holds.

Proof. First of all, observe that, by Corollary 4, S coincides with the bip set star(P ) − star(N). Distinguish two cases
depending on whether or not V (G) = P ∪ N .

Case 1: V (G) = P ∪ N . By (E) of Lemma 4, either S is a set of loops or S = [P ]2. If S is a set of loops, then
condition (a1) holds. Let us assume that S = [P ]2. By (B) of Lemma 5, G is loopless and G − S is bipartite with
bipartition (P, N). Suppose, by contradiction, that there is a component G′ of G − S that is an induced subgraph of G

(see Fig. 12). By Lemma 8, the set S′ = S ∩ star(V (G′)) is a bip set and, by Lemma 6, is an algebraic set. Moreover,
since G is not bipartite, S′ must be properly contained in S. Therefore, S′ is a nonempty algebraic set that is properly
contained in S, which contradicts the minimality of S. To sum up, condition (a) holds.

Case 2: V (G) �= P ∪ N . We show that condition (b) holds by proving (b1)–(b4).
(b1) By (F) of Lemma 4, [P ]2 = ∅ so that, by (B) of Lemma 4, one has that S = star(P ) − star(N) = [P ∪ N ]1.
(b2) Suppose, by contradiction, that H is not connected and let H ′ be a component of H . Let S′ = S ∩ star(V (H ′)).

By Lemma 8, S′ is a bip set and, by Lemma 6, is an algebraic set. Moreover, since H is not connected, S′ must be
properly contained in S. Therefore, S′ is a nonempty algebraic set that is properly contained in S, which contradicts
the minimality of S.

(b3) Suppose, by contradiction, that there is a bipartite component G′ �= H of G − S such that either G′ is empty or
the bipartition (U, W) of G′ is such that either S ∩ star(U) or S ∩ star(W) is empty. In the latter case, without loss of
generality, we assume that S ∩ star(W) = ∅ (see Fig. 13). Let S′ = S ∩ star(V (G′)). Note that, since G is connected,
S′ �= ∅. Moreover, if G′ is an empty graph, then S′ is a star and, hence, a bip set; otherwise, since S ∩ star(W) = ∅,
one has that S′ = star(U) − star(W) and that, since S′ = [U ∪ W ]1 and S′ ⊆ S, [U ]2 = ∅, which makes S′ a bip set.
In both cases, by Lemma 6, S′ is an algebraic set. Moreover, since G is not bipartite, S′ must be properly contained
in S. To sum up, S′ is a nonempty algebraic set that is properly contained in S, which contradicts the minimality
of S.

(b4) Suppose, by contradiction, that S is loopless and G − S is bipartite. Let (U, W) be a bipartition of G − S such
that P ⊆ U and, hence, N ⊆ W (see Fig. 14). Let S′ = star(U) − star(W). Note that, since G is not bipartite, S′ is
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not empty. Moreover, since P �= ∅, U is not empty. Observe that, for each edge (u, v) in S, if u ∈ W then v ∈ P ;
moreover, since G−S is bipartite, for each edge (u, v) of G−S, if u ∈ W then v ∈ U . Therefore, for each edge (u, v)

of G, if u ∈ W then v ∈ U , and, hence, star(W) ⊆ star(U). Indeed, S′ is a bip set owing to the fact that, since G is
not bipartite, [U ]2 �= ∅ and, since V (G) = U ∪ W and S is loopless, [U ∪ W ]1 = ∅. By Lemma 6, S′ is a nonempty
algebraic set. Finally, every edge in S′(= [U ]2) has one endpoint in P and the other in V (G) − (P ∪ N), so that, since
S = [P ∪ N ]1, every edge in S′ belongs to S. To sum up, S′ is a nonempty algebraic set that is properly contained in
S, which contradicts the minimality of S. �

We now show that the converse of Lemma 9 also holds.

Lemma 10. Let G be a nonbipartite and connected graph, S a nonempty algebraic set of G, and (P, N) the signature
of G induced by S. Then, S is a minimal algebraic set if S = star(P ) − star(N) and either condition (a) or condition
(b) holds.

Proof. Let us assume that S = star(P ) − star(N).
We first prove that condition (a) is sufficient for S to be a minimal algebraic set. Let us assume that V (G) = P ∪ N

and that (a1) or (a2) holds.
(a1) Assume that S is a set of loops. By Corollary 3, no proper nonempty subset of S is algebraic and, hence, S is a

minimal algebraic set.
(a2) Assume that S = [P ]2 and no component of G − S is an induced subgraph of G. Let S′ be a minimal algebraic

set contained in S. We shall prove that S′ = S. First of all, note that, by Theorem 5, S′ is a (minimal) bip set, say
star(U)−star(W). Then, by Lemma 6, (U, W) is the signature of G induced by S′. We first prove that (i) [U ∪W ]1 = ∅
and, then, (ii) S′ = S.

Proof of (i). Since S is not empty and S = [P ]2, by (B) of Lemma 5, G is loopless and, hence [U ∪ W ]1 is loopless.
Suppose by contradiction that [U∪W ]1 �= ∅. Let H ′ be the bipartite graph with V (H ′) = U∪W and E(H ′) = star(W).
Note that, since [U ∪ W ]1 �= ∅ (and, hence, [U ]2 = ∅) and [U ∪ W ]1 is loopless, H ′ is an induced subgraph of G and,
since S′ is a minimal algebraic set, H ′ is connected by Lemma 9. Since S′ is a subset of S, there exists a component
G′ of G − S that is a subgraph of H ′. Moreover, since no component of G − S is an induced subgraph of G, there is
an edge e in S whose endpoints are both in V (G′). Therefore, G′ is a nonempty bipartite graph with bipartition (P ′,
N ′), where P ′ = P ∩ V (G′) and N ′ = N ∩ V (G′), and the endpoints of e are both in P ′ so that the graph G′ + e is
not bipartite (see Fig. 15). Finally, since G′ is a subgraph of H ′ and since H ′ is an induced subgraph of G, G′ + e is a
subgraph of H ′ so that H ′ is not bipartite (contradiction). Therefore, [U ∪ W ]1 must be empty.

Proof of (ii). Since S′ is a bip set with [U ∪ W ]1 = ∅, one has that S′ = [U ]2 and G − S′ equals the bipartite graph
H ′ = (U ∪W, star(W)). Therefore, since each component of G−S is a subgraph of some component of G−S′, each
edge in S having both endpoints in the same component of G − S must belong to S′ (for, otherwise, G − S′ would not
be bipartite). We now prove that also each edge in S whose endpoints are in distinct components of G−S must belong
to S′, which completes the proof that S′ = S. Suppose, by contradiction, that there is an edge (u, v) in S − S′ such
that u and v are in two distinct components of G − S, say G1 and G2, respectively. Since no component of G − S is
an induced subgraph of G, there is an edge (u1, v1) in S having both endpoints in G1 and there is an edge (u2, v2) in
S having both endpoints in G2 (see Fig. 16). Since (u, v) does not belong to S′ and since S′ is a subset of S, there is
a component G′ of the bipartite graph G − S′ containing both G1 and G2. Note that G′ has the bipartition (U ′, W ′),
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where U ′ = U ∩ V (G′) and W ′ = W ∩ V (G′), so that, since S′ = [U ]2, one has S′ ∩ star(W ′) = ∅. Since (u1, v1)

and (u2, v2) are both in S′ (see above), the vertices u1 and u2 are joined in G′ by a path of odd length (see Fig. 17),
which implies that either (u1, v1) or (u2, v2) is in S′ ∩ star(W ′), which contradicts the fact that S′ ∩ star(W ′) = ∅.

We now prove that condition (b) is sufficient for S to be a minimal algebraic set. Let us assume that V (G) �= P ∪ N

and that (b1)–(b4) hold. Let S′ be a minimal algebraic set that is contained in S. We shall prove that S′ = S. First of
all, observe that, by Theorem 5, S′ is a minimal bip set, say S′ = star(U) − star(W). Then, by Lemma 6, (U, W) is
the signature of G induced byS′. Let us distinguish two cases depending on whether S is or is not loopless.

Case 1: S is loopless. By hypothesis (b4), G−S is not bipartite and, since S′ is a subset of S, G−S′ is not bipartite.
Therefore, [U ]2 = ∅ (for, otherwise, G − S′ would be bipartite by (B) of Lemma 5) and, hence, S′ = [U ∪ W ]1. Let
H ′ be the bipartite graph with V (H ′) = U ∪ W and E(H ′) = star(W). In order to prove that S′ = S, it is sufficient to
show that H ′ = H , where H is the connected graph involved in condition (b2), that is, H = (P ∪N, star(N)). First of
all, note that, since S′ is a minimal algebraic set, H ′ is a component of G − S′ by Lemma 9, and, since S (and, hence,
S′) is loopless, H ′ is the subgraph of G induced by U ∪ W . Moreover, since S′ is a subset of S, H ′ contains at least
one component of G− S. Finally, since H ′ is bipartite, H ′ can contain only bipartite components of G− S. In order to
prove that H ′ = H , suppose, by contradiction, that H ′ contains a bipartite component G′ �= H of G−S. By condition
(b3), G′ is not an empty graph. Let (U ′, W ′) be the bipartition of G′. Note that, since G′ is contained in H ′, either U ′
or W ′ is contained in W so that, since S′ = star(U) − star(W) = [U ∪ W ]1, if U ′ ⊆ W then no edge in star(U ′) is
in S′; otherwise (that is, if W ′ ⊆ W), no edge in star(W ′) is in S′. Again by condition (b3), neither S ∩ star(U ′) nor
S ∩ star(W ′) is empty (see Fig. 18). But, then, H ′ should also contain H . Moreover, since H ′ is an induced subgraph
of G, H ′ should also contain all the edges in S ∩ star(V (G′)) (see Fig. 19), which would make H ′ a nonbipartite graph
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(contradiction). Therefore, H ′ contains no bipartite component G′ �= H of G − S and, since H ′ contains at least one
bipartite component of G − S, one has H ′ = H and, hence, S′ = S.

Case 2: S contains loops. In this case, [U ]2 = ∅ (for, otherwise, G would be loopless by (B) of Lemma 5) and,
hence, S′ = [U ∪W ]1. Moreover, S′ cannot be a set of loops for, otherwise, G−S′would not be bipartite by hypothesis
(b3) and, by Corollary 3, S′ would not be an algebraic set. On the other hand, using the same argument as in Case 1,
the bipartite graph H ′ = (U ∪ W, star(W)) is an induced subgraph of G and contains H , so that S′ contains all the
loops in S for, otherwise, H ′ would not be bipartite. To sum up, S′ must contain all the loops in S and some further
edges in S. Using the same argument as in Case 1, one can prove that H ′ = H which implies that S′ = S. �

Combining Lemmas 9 and 10 we obtain the following.

Theorem 7. Let G be a nonbipartite and connected graph, S a nonempty algebraic set of G, and (P, N) the signature
of G induced by S. Then, S is a minimal algebraic set if and only if S = star(P ) − star(N) and either condition (a) or
condition (b) holds.

Proof. (only if ). By Lemma 9. (if ) By Lemma 10. �

Finally, we prove that one can decide in linear time whether a given set of edges of a connected graph is or is not a
minimal algebraic set.

Theorem 8. Given a connected graph G and a subset S of E(G), one can decide whether S is or is not a minimal
algebraic set of G in time linear in the size of G.

Proof. Let n = |V (G)| and m = |E(G)|. By Fact 1, one can decide whether S is or is not an algebraic set in O(m+n)

time. Let us assume that S is an algebraic set. If G is bipartite then, by Theorem 6, one can decide in O(m + n) time
whether or not S is a minimal algebraic set. Let us assume that G is not bipartite. In O(1) time one can check that
S �= ∅. Moreover, by Fact 1, one can find the signature (P, N) of G induced by S in O(m + n) time. At this point, we
can use Theorem 7 and proceed as follows. Initially, each vertex in P is assigned the sign “+’’ and each vertex in N

the sign “−’’; moreover, we “mark’’ the endpoints of each edge in S. Next, we test condition V (G) = P ∪ N , which
requires O(n) time. We now prove that

(i) Condition (a) can be tested in O(m + n) time.
(ii) Condition (b) can be tested in O(m + n) time.
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Proof of (i). In O(m) time one can check whether or not S is a set of loops, as prescribed by (a1). As to (a2), again
in O(m) time one can check that, for each edge e in S, the endpoints of e are both signed by “+’’, that is, S = [P ]2.
Moreover, the components of G − S can be constructed in O(m + n) time. Let k be their number; then, we order them
using a progressive number from 1 to k and, for each component G′ of G − S, we label each vertex v of G′ by the
order number of G′. Let K := {1, . . ., k}. After finding the components of G−S, we scan S. When an edge (u, v) in S

is examined, if the labels of u and v are the same, then we set K := K − {h}, where h is the label of u. Note that each
component of G − S contains the endpoints of at least one edge in S if and only if the final value of K is the empty
set. It is then easy to see that checking (a2), takes O(m + n) time. To sum up, condition (a) can be tested in O(m + n)

time.

Proof of (ii). In O(m) time one can check that, for each edge e in S, either e is a loop or exactly one endpoint of e is a
signed vertex (by “+’’). Next, using a traversal of G − S with start point at a signed vertex, in O(m + n) time one can
test condition (b2), find the bipartite components of G − S, and test condition (b4). As to (b3), note that
• a bipartite component G′ of G − S is an empty graph if and only if V (G′) is a singleton, and
• for a nonempty bipartite graph G′ with bipartition, one has S ∩ star(U) �= ∅ (or S ∩ star(W) �= ∅) if and only if

there is a marked vertex in U (in W , respectively).
Therefore, condition (b3) can be tested in O(m + n) time. �

Before closing this section, we discuss the algorithmic implications of Theorem 8 for the problem of recognising
minimal invariant sets.

Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R. By Theorem 1, every a minimal invariant set of (G, a) is a minimal
algebraic set and vice versa. Therefore, given a subset S of E(G), by Theorem 8 one can decide in linear time whether
or not S is a minimal invariant set of (G, a).

Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over R+, and let Z be the set of its zero invariant edges. By Theorem 2, a
subset S of E(G) is a minimal invariant set of (G, a) if and only if either S = {e} for some e in Z, or S ∩ Z = ∅ and
S is a minimal algebraic set of G − Z. As we recalled in Section 3, the set Z can be found (once and for all) in cubic
time. So, given Z, by Theorem 8 one can decide in linear time whether or not S is a minimal invariant set of (G, a).

7. A complete axiomatisation

In the previous sections, we gave a graphical characterisation of invariant sets and of minimal invariant sets of
a vertex-weighted graph. In this section we first present an axiomatisation and, then, address a problem raised by
Kao [14,18] which consists in finding a collection of minimal invariant sets that completely characterise the whole
family of invariant sets. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider vertex-weighted graphs over R. (It does not need
much effort [21] to adjust our results to vertex-weighted graphs over R+). Let (G, a) be a vertex-weighted graph over
R. By Proposition 1′ (and Theorem 1), a subset of E(G) is an invariant set (or a minimal invariant set) of (G, a)

if and only if it is an algebraic set (a minimal algebraic set, respectively) of G. The following result provides an
insight into the structure of the family of algebraic sets of G, which without loss of generality we assume to be
connected.

Theorem 9. Let G be a connected graph. If G is bipartite or contains loops, then the family of algebraic sets of G is
the smallest family containing stars, and is closed under disjoint union and proper difference. If G is not bipartite and
is loopless, then the family of algebraic sets of G is the smallest family containing stars, and is closed under disjoint
union, proper difference and complementation.

Proof. If G is bipartite then, by Theorem 3, the minimal algebraic sets are exactly the bipartite bonds of G. Therefore,
every nonempty algebraic set is a disjoint union of bipartite bonds. The statement then follows from the fact every
bipartite bond is either a star or can be obtained as a proper difference of two distinct starsets.

If G contains a loop then, by Theorem 5, every minimal algebraic set is a minimal bip set, say star(P ) − star(N),
with [P ]2 = ∅ and, since star(P ) is a starset, star(P ) − star(N) is the proper difference of two starsets. Therefore,
every nonempty algebraic set is a disjoint union of proper differences of starsets.
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If G is not bipartite and is loopless then, by Theorem 5, every minimal algebraic set is a minimal bip set, say
star(P ) − star(N). If [P ]2 = ∅, then star(P ) − star(N) is the proper difference of two starsets (see above); otherwise
(that is, if [P ∪ N ]1 = ∅), one has that V (G) = P ∪ N and E(G) = star(P ) so that star(P ) − star(N) equals
the complement of the starset star(N). Therefore, every nonempty algebraic set is a disjoint union either of proper
differences of starsets or of complements of starsets. �

From Theorem 9 we get the following complete axiomatisation of invariant sets of vertex-weighted graph (G, a)

over R, where G is either bipartite or contains loops.
(I) The star of a vertex is an invariant set.

(II) If S and S′ are two invariant sets and S′ ⊆ S, then S − S′ is an invariant set.
(III) If S and S′ are two disjoint invariant sets, then S ∪ S′ is an invariant set.
If G is not bipartite and contains no loops, then axioms (I)–(III) with the addition of the following axiom provide a
complete axiomatisation of invariant sets.
(IV) If S is an invariant set, then the complement of S (i.e., E(G) − S) is an invariant set.

Consider now the family of minimal invariant sets. Since there may be an exponential number of minimal invariant
sets [14,23], Kao [14,18] raised the problem of finding a collection of minimal invariant sets that completely characterise
the whole family of invariant sets. By Theorem 9, a family of minimal invariant sets that completely characterise the
whole family of invariant sets can obtained by collecting, for each vertex v of G, the minimal algebraic sets contained
in star(v). As proved by Kao [14,18], if G is bipartite then such a family of minimal algebraic sets can be obtained in
time linear in the size of G. We shall solve the same problem in the case that G is not bipartite by giving a polynomial
procedure (see the “decomposition algorithm’’) for finding a partition of star(u) into minimal algebraic sets. It is based
on the following result.

Corollary 5. Let G be a nonbipartite and connected graph, and let u be a vertex of G. The star of u is a minimal
algebraic set of G if and only if
(b′) for each bipartite component G’ of G − u, one has that

(b′.1) G′ is not an empty graph, and
(b′.2) if (U, W) is the bipartition of G′, then neither star(u) ∩ star(U) nor star(u) ∩ star(W) is empty;

(b′′) if star(u) is loopless, then G − star(u) is not bipartite.

Proof. Of course, star(u) is an algebraic set of G. Moreover, the signature (P, N) of G induced by star(u) has P = {u}
and N = ∅. Then, the statement follows from condition (b) of Theorem 7. �

In our decomposition algorithm for star(u), we first test condition (b′) and, then, condition (b′′). Moreover, for
each bipartite component G′ of G − u for which condition (b′.1) or condition (b′.2) does not hold, we construct a
nonempty algebraic subset of star(u). Finally, when we test condition (b′′), if it does not hold, then we construct two
disjoint algebraic subsets of star(u). In Theorem 10, we shall prove that the algebraic subsets of star(u) found by the
decomposition algorithm form a partition of star(u) into minimal algebraic sets.

Decomposition Algorithm.
(1) D := ∅, S := ∅.
(2) Mark all the vertices v such that (u, v) is an edge of G.
(3) Find the components of G − u. For each bipartite component G′ of G − u,

if G′ is an empty graph and V (G′) = {v}, then add star(v) to D and set S := S ∪ star(v);
otherwise, let U ′ be a set in the bipartition of G′ that contains marked vertices; if V (G′) − U ′ contains

no marked vertices, then
add star(u) ∩ star(U ′) to D, and set S := S ∪ star(u) ∩ star(U ′)

(4) Set S := star(u) − S. If S contains a loop or G − S is not bipartite, then add S to D; otherwise, find a
bipartition (U , W) of G − S such that U contains u, and add to D the two sets [U ]2 and S − [U ]2 of edges
of G.
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Fig. 20. A loopless nonbipartite graph G.
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Fig. 21. The (bipartite) components of G − u.

Example 3. Consider the nonbipartite and loopless graph shown in Fig. 20. We apply the decomposition algorithm to
find a partition D of the star of the vertex u into minimal algebraic sets.

Step 1: D := ∅, S := ∅.
Step 2: The vertices adjacent to v are marked.
Step 3: G − u has four components, each of which is bipartite (see Fig. 21).
G1 is a nonempty graph with bipartition (U1, W1). Since U1 contains marked vertices and W1 contains no marked

vertices, we add star(u) ∩ star(U1) to D which becomes

D = {star(u) ∩ star(U1)};
moreover, S = star(u) ∩ star(U1).

G2 is a nonempty graph with bipartition (U2, W2). Since U2 contains marked vertices and W2 contains no marked
vertices, we add star(u) ∩ star(U2) to D which becomes

D = {star(u) ∩ star(U1), star(u) ∩ star(U2)};
moreover, S = star(u) ∩ star(U1) ∪ star(u) ∩ star(U2).

G3 is an empty graph. We add star(v) to D which becomes

D = {star(u) ∩ star(U1), star(u) ∩ star(U2), star(v)};
moreover, S = star(u) ∩ star(U1) ∪ star(u) ∩ star(U2) ∪ star(v).

G4 is a nonempty graph with bipartition (U4, W4). Since both U4 and W4 contains marked vertices, we do not modify
D and S.

Step 4: S := star(u) − S (see Fig. 22).
Since S contains no loops and G − S is bipartite, then we find a bipartition (U , W) of G − S such that u ∈ U . We

can take (see Fig. 21) either

U = {u} ∪ W1 ∪ W2 ∪ W4 and W = {v} ∪ U1 ∪ U2 ∪ U4,
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Fig. 22. The subset S of star(u).
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Fig. 23. A decomposition of S.

or

U = {u} ∪ W1 ∪ W2 ∪ U4 and W = {v} ∪ U1 ∪ U2 ∪ W4.

In both cases, we add to D both the two subsets of S shown in Fig. 23.

Theorem 10. The decomposition algorithm correctly finds a partition of a star into minimal algebraic sets.

Proof. Let u be a vertex of G. If star(u) is a minimal algebraic set then, by Theorem 7, after performing step 3 we find
D = ∅ and S = ∅, and after performing step 4 we find D = {S} where S = star(u), which proves the correctness of the
result of the algorithm. Assume that star(u) is not a minimal algebraic set. By Corollary 5, condition (b′) or condition
(b′′) does not hold. Assume that condition (b′) does not hold. Then, there is a bipartite component G′ of G − u for
which either (b′.1) or (b′.2) does not hold. Let us distinguish the two cases.
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Case 1: Let G′ be an empty bipartite component of G − u and let V (G′) = {v}. Then, star(v) = {(u, v)} and,
by Theorem 4, (u, v) is an algebraic edge since its removal creates one bipartite component (namely, G′). Therefore,
star(v) is a minimal algebraic set which is contained in star(u). So, star(v) is correctly added to D.

Case 2: Let G′ be a nonempty bipartite component with bipartition (U ′, W ′) such that W ′ contains no marked
vertices, that is, star(u) ∩ star(U ′) �= ∅ and star(u) ∩ star(W ′) = ∅. Let S′ = star(u) ∩ star(U ′). Of course, S′ is
properly contained in star(u). Moreover, since star(u)∩star(W ′) = ∅, S′ coincides with the bip set star(U ′)−star(W ′).
Therefore, S′ is an algebraic set of G and (U ′, W ′) is the signature of G induced by S′. Using condition (b) of Theorem 7,
we now prove that S′ is a minimal algebraic set of G. First of all, V (G) �= V (G′) and S′ = [U ′ ∪W ′]1 so that condition
(b1) holds. Moreover, G′ is connected so that condition (b2) holds. Finally, G − S′ has exactly two components, G′
and the subgraph G′′ of G induced by V (G) − V (G′), and G′′ is not bipartite (for, otherwise, G would be bipartite) so
that conditions (b3) and (b4) hold. Therefore, condition (b) of Theorem 7 holds and, hence, S′ is a minimal algebraic
set. So, S′ is correctly added to D.

Let S be the subset of star(u) obtained by deleting all the algebraic subsets of star(u) found at step 3. Note that
S is not empty for, otherwise, G would be bipartite. Moreover, since the algebraic subsets of star(u) found at step 3
are pairwise disjoint, S is an algebraic set. Let (P, N) be the signature of G induced by S. Then, it is easy to see that
V (G) �= P ∪ N and, by construction, parts (b1)–(b3) of condition (b) in Theorem 7 hold. Therefore, if S contains a
loop or G − S is not bipartite, then condition (b) of Theorem 7 holds and, hence, S is a minimal algebraic set, which
proves that S is correctly added to D. Assume that S contains no loops and G− S is bipartite. By Theorem 7, S is not a
minimal algebraic set. Then, for each bipartite component G′ of G − S that does not contains u, one has that G′ is not
an empty graph and S ∩ star(U ′) �= ∅ and S ∩ star(W ′) �= ∅, where (U ′, W ′) is the bipartition of G′. Let (U, W) be a
bipartition of G − S such that u ∈ U , and let S′ = [U ]2 and S′′ = S − S′ = {(u, v) : v ∈ W }. Then, S′ is the bip set
star(U) − star(W) and, hence, is algebraic; moreover, (U, W) is the signature of G induced by S′. Since S′ contains
no loops and G − S′ is connected, by (a) of Theorem 7, S′ is a minimal algebraic set. As to S′′, it is an algebraic set
for it is the proper difference of two algebraic sets. Let U∗ = W ∪ {u} and W ∗ = V (G) − U∗. Then, it is easy to see
that (U∗, W ∗) is the signature of G induced by S′′. Since S′′ contains no loops and G − S′′ is connected, again by (a)
of Theorem 7, S′′ is a minimal algebraic set. So, S′ and S′′ are correctly added to D. �

By Theorem 10, we can find a partition of a star into minimal algebraic sets in time polynomial in the size of the
underlying graph.

8. Conclusion

Invariant sets of a vertex-weighted graph (and, more in general, of a vertex-weighted hypergraph) represent the
amount of information released when the weights of its vertices are made public. They do coincide with algebraic sets
in the case that weights are reals, and are closely related to algebraic sets in the case that weights are nonnegative reals.
We stated a graphical characterisation of minimal invariant sets, and a complete axiomatisation of invariant sets. Future
research is required to find analogous results for the case that weights are nonnegative integers, or to consider invariant
sets of a vertex-weighted hypergraph.
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